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Dr. Ansmann and Anonymous Reviewers,

we wish to thank the Reviewers for their feedbak and areful onsideration of

this paper. We think the hanges outlined below in response to their ritiisms

have ertainly made this a better manusript overall.

Thank you again for your onsideration.

Yours Sinerely,

Giuseppe D'Amio, Aldo Amodeo, Holger

Baars, Ioannis Binietoglou, Volker Freuden-

thaler, Ina Mattis, Ulla Wandinger, and

Gelsomina Pappalardo
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1 Anonymous Reviewer #1

All the reommendations provided by the Reviewer have been implemented in

the manusript. In partiular, the following referenes have been added:

1. Johnson, F. A., Jones, R.,MLean, T. P., and Pike, E. R.: Dead-Time

Corretions to Photon Counting Distributions, Phys. Rev. Lett., 16,

589�592, 1966.

2. Papayannis, A., Anellet, G., Pelon, J., and Mégie, G.: Multiwavelength

lidar for ozone measurements in the troposphere and the lower strato-

sphere, Appl. Opt., 29, 467�476, 1990.

3. Whiteman, D. N., Mel�, S. H., and Ferrare, R. A.: Raman lidar system for

the measurement of water vapor and aerosols in the Earth's atmosphere,

Appl. Opt., 31, 3068�3082, 1992.

4. Bösenberg, J., Ho�, R., Ansmann, A., Müller, D., Antuña, J. C., White-

man, D., Sugimoto, N., Apituley, A., Hardesty, M., Welton, J., Elo-

ranta, E., Arshinov, Y., Kinne, S., and Freudenthaler, V.: GAW Re-

port No. 178: Plan for the implementation of the GAW Aerosol Li-

dar Observation Network GALION, Teh. rep., Geneva, World Mete-

orologial Organization, ftp://ftp.wmo.int/Douments/PubliWeb/arep/

gaw/gaw178-galion-27-Ot.pdf, 2008.
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2 Anonymous Reviewer #2

1. Main omments: Generally speaking, the urrent ontent is muh too qual-

itative, not quantitative enough. I am antiipating that the other two

manusripts on SCC will fous on the spei�s of the data proessing,

and will therefore not produe muh of an over- all evaluation, whih is

the antiipated purpose of the present manusript. We should therefore ex-

pet to see in the present manusript a omprehensive review of the SCC

performane with respet to the produts of all relevant �manual� (as it is

referred to in the manusript) retrievals, or at least all of the retrievals ur-

rently produing publily available pro�les. The unertainty budget must

as well inlude quantitative information.

The whole manusript has been revised aording to the Reviewer sug-

gestion. In partiular, setions 4.1 and 4.2 have been extended providing

one more table (urrently Table 1 in the manusript) and two more �g-

ures (urrently Fig. 11 and 14). Moreover, the results of both these

setions have been ommented in more details providing a more quan-

titative overview of the SCC performane. More information about the

unertainty propagation have been given providing also referenes. For

more details on the modi�ations please refer to the items 11 and 12.

2. My seond major omment is the lak of disussion on the atual purpose

and use of the SCC. Who urrently uses it, and for what purpose? Is there

a long-term plan for entralized proessing? Is it going to be an o�ial

produt of EARLINET or ACTRIS? How many stations/instruments have

indeed released e and b pro�les produed by the SCC? What time period do

these data over? Et. These questions need to be addressed in the SCC

overview manusript.

The following text has been added in the setion �SCC desription�:

�The SCC is an o�ial EARLINET tool. It has been developed to a-

omplish the fundamental need of any oordinated lidar network to have

an optimized and automati tool providing high-quality aerosol proper-

ties. Currently, it has been used by 20 di�erent EARLINET stations

whih have submitted about 2600 raw data�les overing a quite large

time period (2001�2015). Moreover, more than 5000 SCC optial prod-

uts (about 3600 aerosol baksatter pro�les and 1400 aerosol extintion

pro�les) have been alulated and used for di�erent purposes like analysis

of instrument interomparisons (Wandinger et al., 2015), air-quality model

assimilation experiment (Wang et al., 2014; Siard et al., 2015), and ongo-

ing long-term omparisons with manually retrieved produts (Voudouri et

al., 2015). The large usage and the long-term plan for the entralized pro-

essing system make the SCC the standard tool for the automati analysis

of EARLINET lidar data.�

3. Introdution: The introdution is often repetitive, but most importantly, is

out of fous, i.e., it is used as a disussion rather than a simple introdu-

tion to the subjet. Its ontent until P4975/L25 an be kept unhanged,
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however, most of the material inluded after that should be shortened into

one or two paragraphs, and the more detailed ontent should be redis-

tributed among the remaining setions, as appropriate.

The suggestion of the Reviewer has been taken into aount. A new

setion �SCC desription� has been added to the manusript where the

text indiated by the Reviewer has been moved in. Moreover, the authors

tried to avoid repetitions.

4. P49976/L6: Real-time and NRT lidar produts are not needed for limate

hange models. A standard validated lidar produt is typially enough.

The Reviewer is right: limate hange models are not mentioned in the

sentene anymore.

5. Figure 1: The use of the term �user� is onfusing here. It is not lear if

the �user� is the end-user of the optial produt or the raw data provider. I

think �raw data provider� would be more appropriate in this ase in order

to distinguish from the data user (i.e., the end-user).

The Figure 1 has been hanged aording to the Reviewer suggestion.

6. P4985/L6, use of standard models vs. radiosonde pro�les: Some details

should be given here and/or later in setions 4.1 and 4.2 (see omment on

referene density pro�le). How and for whih instrument is the hoie of

sonde vs. model made?

The authors would like to reall that the setions �3.2 Pre-proessor mod-

ule (ELPP: Earlinet Lidar Pre-Proessor)� and �3.3 Optial proessor

module (ELDA: Earlinet Lidar Data Analyzer)� do not pretend to be

exhaustive desription of the respetive alulus modules. They are just

inluded in the manusript (mainly for onsisteny and larity reasons)

as general overview of the apabilities of the ELPP and ELDA modules.

All the details about these modules are desribed in the tehnial papers

(D'Amio et al., 2015) (submission expeted by the end of Jul 2015) and

(Mattis et al., 2015) (submission expeted by the end of Ot 2015) as

mentioned in the text. For example, a subsetion in D'Amio et. al.,

(2015) is entirely devoted to the Rayleigh atmosphere alulation with all

details about formulas, on�gurations et. For this reason the authors

would prefer not to repeat here details already overed somewhere else.

Moreover, if the authors provided further details for Rayleigh alulation

they would provide (for onsisteny) further details also for all other or-

retions mentioned in the same setion. In this ase the setion would

beome too muh long and beyond the sope of the paper.

Having said that, we provide here an answer to the spei� Reviewer ques-

tion. The hoie of sonde vs. model is not made on the basis of instrument:

for any instrument it an be deided if to use sonde or model. The raw

data provider an selet whih method to use just setting a variable in the

raw input data. Atually, the hoie is made by the data submitter on
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the basis of the PTU data availabily. If there are orrelative soundings, it

is reommended to make use of them. In ase no orrelative sounding is

available the data provider should use temperature and pressure pro�les

from atmospheri models (for example ECMWF, NASA, et.). Only in

rare onditions where it is not possible to go for any of these two options,

the data provider should set the SCC to use standard model atmosphere

(US 1976). Indeed, it is well known that US 1976 model typially pro-

dues less aurate temperature and pressure pro�les with respet to the

previous ones. In ase soundings/model temperature and pressure pro�les

are intented to be used they need to be provided as input to the SCC using

a spei� (NetCDF) data format. In ase the US 1976 model is seleted

there is no need to provide any additional input �le as the temperature

and pressure pro�les are alulated by the model itself. It is also planned

to implement diretly in the SCC the option to provide model data pro�les

(e.g., GDAS, ECMWF, et.) that would help the raw-data supplierers in

the alulation of referene density pro�le.

7. P4985/L8: Statistial unertainty propagation is mentioned, but what about

other soures of unertainty? (e.g., assoiated with anillary measure-

ments, Rayleigh ross-setion, iterative methods, et.). At least a sum-

mary of how unertainty is treated should be in the present manusript.

The Mattis et al., 2015, and D'Amio et al., 2015 artiles should be re-

ferred if unertainty is treated in details in those artiles.

Also in this ase the topi is partially overed in Mattis et al., (2015) and

D'Amio et al., (2015). In both these papers there is a setion about error

propagation whih gives some spei� details on how the unertainty is

handled by ELPP and ELDA modules. Moreover it is planned to have in

EARLINET AMT speial issue another paper fully devoted to the error

alulation on EARLINET produts:

Amodeo, A. and D'Amio, G. and Mattis, I. and Freudenthaler, V. and

Pappalardo. G.: Error alulation for EARLINET produts in the on-

text of quality assurane and single alulus hain, Atmos. Meas. Teh.

Disuss.

The aim of this paper is to provide a omprehensive treatment about the

unertainty alulation on lidar produts (both systemati and statistial).

It is disussed how the statistial unertainty a�ets lidar signals aquired

in both analogue and photon-ounting regime and how it is handled by the

pre-proessing and optial proessing proedures implemented in the SCC.

Moreover, onerning the other soures of unertainty mentioned by the

Reviewer, several systemati e�ets are presented in Amodeo et al., (2015)

taking into aount the instrumental harateristis of the lidar systems

operating in EARLINET as well as the retrieval algorithms used in the

data proessing. In partiular, systemati unertainties in the determina-

tion of the atmospheri density pro�le are overed. The impliations of the

most ommon assumptions made to retrieve aerosol optial produts are

disussed (e.g., extintio-to-baksatter ratio value in elasti only lidar re-
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trievals, Rayleigh ross-setion alulation, Ångstöm exponent, et.). The

paper also overs the estimation of the systemati unertainties involved

in proedures for the orretion of instumental e�ets (e.g., dead time,

trigger delay, et.) as well as the unertainties assoiated to di�erent

algorithms used in lidar data proessing (e.g., gluing of low/high range

signals, smoothing, et.). At the same time, indiations about possible

way to minimize the systemati unertainties are also provided. An ex-

pliit referene to the paper Amodeo et al., (2015) has been added in the

manusript. Unfortunatly also this paper is not yet available on AMTD

as it is in preparation. It is expeted to have it submitted by the end of

Ot 2015.

The authors understand the onerns expressed by the Reviewer in having

several relevant papers not yet available. At the same time, the authors be-

lieve that redundany and overlapping with the ompanion papers should

be avoided (the same onern was also expressed by the Reviewer #3).

8. P4985/L24: There is no details on vertial resolution. Just like uner-

tainty, a summary of how vertial resolution is reported together with the

SCC produts should be in the present artile. The Mattis et al. 2015, and

D'Amio et al. 2015 artiles should be referened if vertial resolution is

treated in details in those artiles.

The vertial resolution of the SCC produts is fully overed by Mattis et

al., (2015) whih has been ited in the text indiated by the Reviewer. As

mentioned in the text, ELDA implements an automati vertial-smoothing

and time-averaging tehnique seleting the optial smoothing level as a fun-

tion of altitude on the base of di�erent thresholds on produt unertainties

spei�ed in the SCC database for eah produt. This means that the raw

data provider should set (in the SCC database) the maximum error one

would like to have on the produt below and above 2km altitude. Aord-

ing to that, the automati smoothing routine implemented in ELDA tries

to �nd the optimal smoothing and time-avaraging level to meet the spei-

�ed thresholds. The atual (altitude-dependent) vertial resolution of the

pro�le is saved by ELDA in the output �le using a dediated NetCDF

variable.

9. P4991/L19-26: What referene density pro�les were used for �gure 3?

Were they the same for all instruments, and were they the same for �man-

ual� and �s� retrievals? Di�erenes observed on �gures 3-7 need to be

disussed more quantitatively, otherwise these �gures lose their purpose.

Considering that the sales are urrently unreadable, a simple �good agree-

ment� statement in the text is not su�ient.

The �gures indiated by the Reviewer has been improved in terms of

overall readability. For more details see item 10.

Conerning the omment about the referene density pro�les the following

sentene has been added:

�For all the pro�les shown in Figs. 4�8, the moleular ontribution to

atmospheri extintion and transmissivity has been alulated using the
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atmospheri temperature and pressure pro�les measured by a radiosound-

ing orrelative to the lidar measurement session.�

Conerning the disussion about the di�erenes between �manual� and

�s� pro�les, the setion 4.1 has been extended inluding more quantita-

tive details as reommended by the Reviewer (see item 11).

10. Most �gures need major osmeti revisions: 1- Sales and axis legends are

muh too small and unreadable 2- Whih instrument is where? It should

be mentioned on the �gure, or in the aption 3- The x-axis sale of the

di�erene plots should be strethed in order to identify more easily the

numerial values of the alulated di�erenes. 4-For a learer piture of

the di�erenes vs. unertainties, I would suggest to add +/- unertainty

urves for both produts on the right plots (di�erene plots).

All the �gures mentioned by the Reviewer have been re-generated aord-

ing to his suggestions. In partiular, the axis fontsize has been enlarged,

systems identi�ation has been added in all the aptions and the x-axis

sale of di�erene plots has been doubled (keeping the same minimun and

maximum values) with respet to the previous version.

Finally, the authors tried to add +/- unertainty urves on the di�erene

plots as suggested by the Reviewer (number 4). However, the resulting

�gures inluding this feature were a bit onfusing. We would like to un-

derline that the di�erene plots mentioned by the Reviewer show relative

di�erene between SCC and manual pro�les. The relative di�erenes usu-

ally get unrealistially high values when the SNR is low (as it an be

seen already from large osillations visibile in some di�erene plots above

5-6km). As a onsequene in suh regions the +/- unertainty urves ap-

pear to be outside the horizontal sale of the plots. It would be useful to

provide relative errors only when there is aerosol signi�antly above bak-

ground level. Moreover, the errorbars of both pro�les are shown in the

pro�le plots (on the left of eah di�erene plot). So, the information the

Reviewer would like to have in the di�erene plots is provided, in di�erent

way, in the orresponding pro�le plots. For these reasons, the authors

would prefer to keep only relative di�erene urves in the di�erene plots.

11. Setion 4.1: The entire setion laks quantitative details, and onsidering

that the sales of �gures 3-7 are unreadable, it is very di�ult to extrat

any objetive assessment from these �gures. I reommend a big �shake-up�

with learer demonstration that the �s� and �man� retrievals �agree well�,

and lear interpretations of the observed disrepanies. Also, this ritial

assessment must point at the spei� instrument/algorithm being tested.

The authors should not use this setion 4.1 to onvey a general message,

but instead should use it to point out quantitatively the elements of agree-

ment and disrepany. This is the type of information the end-user needs

if he hooses to use the SCC.

The authors fully agree with the Reviewer suggestion and thank him to

have pointed out this important point. The setion has been extended in-

luding more quantitative elements to allow a better assessment of the SCC
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performane. In partiular, the disrepanies are disussed in terms of

mean absolute and relative deviations of SCC and manual pro�les. A new

table summarizing suh parameters has been added to the manusript

(Table 1 in the manusript). Finally, the values shown in this table are

disussed and ommented also taking into aount the EARLINET qual-

ity requirements on aerosol baksatter and extintion oe�ient retrievals

(Matthias at al., 2004). Almost all the deviations meet learly the EAR-

LINET requirements. The ases showing largest deviations are disussed

and interpretations of observed disrepanies are provided.

12. Setion 4.2: The bene�ts of a entralized automated proessing software

for a large number of instruments within the network are emphasized

throughout the manusript, yet the validation results from only two in-

struments/stations are shown. This is insu�ient, and this is where the

overview paper should provide a more omprehensive validation evidene

that the SCC is a powerful tool. If urrently more than two instruments

provide publily available SCC produts, then the validation results of all

these instruments/stations should be presented. If only two instruments

provide publily available SCC produts, then the reasons for suh a low

number must be disussed (add a �disussion� setion). This setion one

again laks quantitative results. Numerial values are given in Tables 2

and 3. However, there is no quik aess to the atual di�erenes between

�man� and �s�. In partiular, the authors state early in setion 4 that

the omparisons of setion 4.2 aim at identifying possible systemati di�er-

enes, but there is almost no disussion of this here, and it is very di�ult

to haraterize possible biases without showing plots of the di�erenes.

Conerning the lak of quantitative results, the authors thank also in this

ase the Reviewer for the useful suggestion. Two �gures (Figs. 11 and

14), reporting the relative de�erenes between mean SCC and manual

retrieved pro�les for Potenza and Leipzig stations, have been added to

the manusript. The relative di�erenes have been alulated up to 4km

whih is also the maximum height onsidered to alulate the mean values

reported in Tables 3 and 4. Moreover, above 4km the aerosol ontent is

generally too low and lose to the detetion limit of the lidar. As a on-

sequene, the relative deviations show large spread (mainly around zero)

whih makes the �gures very onfusing. For the same reason, in Leipzig

daytime relative di�erene plot the relative di�erenes for baksatter at

355 and 532nm have been ut at about 2 and 2.5km as most of the aerosol

is trapped below 2km height. Moreover, in doing that we have realized

that the proedure (external to the SCC) we have used to alulate mean

pro�les starting from SCC and manual produts was a�eted by an error

(the variable used to ount the number of the sample to average was not

initializated orretly in all the yles). After having �xed it, all �gures

and tables referring to this session have been re-generated and now they

show a slightly better agreement.

Conerning the Reviewer suggestion to inlude more instruments/stations

in this validation approah, the authors would like to stress that the only

aim of this setion is to show if there are evident biases in the SCC retrieval

whih annot be deteted by the omparisons disussed in the previous

setion. To make this test the authors onsidered only the two stations, for
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whih the most manual analysis were available in the EARLINET database

and, at the same time, the atmospheri onditions di�er signi�antly. The

biases we are interested in this setion are not system-dependent. In this

setion we are mainly interested in investigating what happens when we

�x the system and allow the atmospheri onditions to hange. Example

of suh kind of biases ould be problems in baksatter alibration in ase

or low (or high) aerosol loads. Aording to that, the hoie of Potenza

and Leipzig was also made taking into aount the di�erent harateristis

of the two measurement sites. Potenza lidar station operates in a typial

mountain weather. The site is also representative of the Mediterranean

area and it is a�eted often by Saharan dust intrusions. Leipzig is a onti-

nental low-land site where air masses from polluted, highly industrialized

and densely populated Central European regions as well as lean maritime

air masses are frequently observed.

Moreover, system-dependent biases are investigated in the setion 4.1

where lidars with di�erent harateristis are taking into aount under

the same atmospheri onditions (a kind of �omplementary� situations

with respet the previous ones).

Finally, we would like also to underline that the SCC implements only

quality-assured algorithms used within EARLINET ommunity on a large

number of lidar systems sine many years.

Considering all the above points, the authors think that inluding other

systems in the validation approah desribed in the setion 4.2 would not

add a relevant bene�t.

On the other hand, we believe the Reviewer suggestion goes more in the

diretion of an EARLINET limatologial study based on the SCC prod-

uts whih may be the main topi of another paper. Atually there are

already other papers (Wang et. al, 2014, Wandinger et. al., 2015, Siard

et al., 2015) in whih the topi is partially overed and the data of more

instruments are analyzed using the SCC.

13. P4995/L7 and aption of Tables 2 and 3): �standard errors� I am not

sure what the authors mean by �standard errors�. Are the authors refer-

ring to the standard deviation of the measurements, to the measurements�

standard unertainty, or to the standard deviation of the estimated mean?

Please larify. If it does not refer to the standard deviation of the esti-

mated mean, it should not be alled �standard error�. If it does refer to the

standard deviation of the estimated mean, the authors should explain how

they estimate it. If it refers to the standard deviation of the measurements

used to ompute the mean, they should use �standard deviation�.

Aording to the Reviewer suggestion, �standard errors� has been hanged

in �standard errors of the mean� (standard deviation divided by the square

root of the samples) along the whole manusript.

14. Typos and language: - Please reformulate sentene P4975/L7
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Aording also to one of the Reviewer's #3 omment, the sentenes P4975/L5-

L11 have been reformulated to improve English (see also answers to Re-

viewer #3)

15. Please reformulate sentene P4975/L28

The sentene has been reformulated:

�At network level, the SCC ensures high-quality produts by implementing

quality heks on both raw lidar data and �nal optial produts. Suh

quality heks are part of a rigorous quality assurane program developed

within EARLINET.�

16. In general, there are several systemati English syntax errors appearing

throughout the paper. I reommend that o-authors with the best knowl-

edge of English language read through and orret them.

The Reviewer suggestion has been taken into aount. The whole manusript

has been reviewed trying to improve readability and English syntax.
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3 Anonymous Reviewer #3

All the suggestions provided by the Reviewer have been implemented in the

manusript. We report below a list of the main hanges applied to the manusript

aording to the Reviewer reommendations.

1 Introdution

• P4975/L5-L11: Awkward use of English. Please rewrite.

The full sentene has been re-phrased to improve English:

�The aerosols' high variability in terms of type, time and spae makes

it quite di�ult to understand the atmospheri proesses in whih

aerosols are involved (Diner et al., 2004). Therefore, there is a strong

need from the sienti� ommunity to have aess to omprehensive

aerosol datasets in whih vertially resolved aerosol optial param-

eters an be found. Lidar measurements, providing high-resolution

pro�les (in both spae and time) of aerosol optial properties, meet

this demand entirely as they allow the full haraterization of eah

layer present in the atmosphere.�

• P4976/L17-P4978/L23: This is all somewhat repetitive......

Reommend streamlining this whole setion. It is too verbose without

really adding muh information. Also hek English rammer and

spelling !

Aording also to the suggestions of Reviewer #2, the �Introdution�

has been re-arranged ompletely. Most of the text written there has

been moved to a new setion �SCC Desription�. The authors tried

also to avoid repetitions and to improve English.

3.1 SCC database

• P4983/L8-P4984/L10: Is there an existing tehnial note or report

you an just refer to here? This text reads like a users manual or

interfae ontrol doument.

Please streamline this setion.

Unfortunatly, there is no available tehnial report about the SCC

database struture that an be used here as referene. For this rea-

son, the authors think it is important to devote a subsetion of the

manusript to the SCC database. Without a desription of the SCC

database struture, hardly the reader an have a omplete and on-

sistent overview of the whole SCC. However, at the same time, the

authors agree with the Reviewer opinion that this setion ontains

too muh tehnialities. As a onsequene the setion indiated by

the Reviewer has been shorted and a new �gure (Figure 3), showing
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a simpli�ed version of the SCC database struture, has been added

to the manusript. The orresponding text has been modi�ed as it

follows:

�In the SCC database, the experimental parameters are grouped in

terms of stations, lidar on�gurations and lidar hannels. Figure 2

shows a simpli�ed version of the SCC database struture. Eah sta-

tion is linked to one or more lidar on�gurations whih in turn are

linked to one or more lidar hannels. Moreover, eah lidar on�gu-

ration is assoiated also to a set of produts that the SCC should

alulate. Basially, the produts are spei�ed in terms of type (e.g.,

aerosol extintion, baksatter by Raman method, et.) and usease

whih, as it will be explained later, represents the way to alulate

the produt. Additionally, for a partiular produt, it is possible to

�x a set of alulation options, e.g., the pre-proessing vertial reso-

lution, the baksatter alibration method, the maximum statistial

error we would like to have on the �nal produts and so on.

Finally, when lidar measurement sessions are submitted to the SCC

they are linked to a spei� lidar on�guration. In this way, with

spei� SCC database queries, it is possible to get any detail needed

for the analysis of the lidar measurements.

On one hand, a so strutured database allows us to keep trak of all

information used to generate a partiular SCC produt assuring the

full traeability; on the other hand, it guarantees the implementation

of a reliable and rigorous quality assurane program at network level.�

3.6 SCC daemon module

• P4987/L21-P4988/L2: Is this text really neessary ? It reads like it

has been extrated from a users manual.

The authors agree with Reviewer omment. All the tehnialities

have been removed and only the multithread apabilities of the mod-

ule are mentioned as:

�As the SCC is mainly designed to run on a single server where mul-

tiple users an perform di�erent lidar analyses at the same time, the

SCC daemon has been developed to at in a multithread environ-

ment. In this way, di�erent proesses an be started in parallel by

the SCC daemon enhaning the e�ieny of the whole SCC.�

Figures 3,4,5,6,7

• Fonts to small.

These Figures has been re-edited, taking into aount also the sugges-

tions of Reviwer #2 (see item 10 above). Fontsize has been inreased.
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